Outdated Rubbish

By Richard Sale, author of Clinton’s Secret Wars.

These remarks here are not original. They come from my plundering of books by Arthur Schlesinger, John Kenneth Galbraith, Robert Heilbroner, Adam Smith and others.
As I listen to the economic debates, it is clear that the ideas peddled by the Republicans never change.  Decades come and go and go and come again, and the same ideology, the same reference points and same, outdated economic philosophy are still being sold to anyone with an empty mind and no historical knowledge of the established facts.  Unfortunately, ignorance is doom, especially in an important election.  The Republican Right Wing says things so vile that your impulse is to want to use a stick to scrape them off your foot.  Their assertions are drippings of unintelligent person’s mind retailed as jewels of wisdom. 
Conventional wisdom never seems to be updated.  John Maynard Keynes said the rich were ruled by ideas and little else. He was right. Since the 1920s the Republicans argued that a balanced budget was the cornerstone of sound economics. The Republicans of the 1920s sent up a deafening roar about the catastrophes that were to be suffered if the rule of the balanced budget was not honored in letter and spirit. One businessman (whose name escapes me)  said that it would be the end of civilization as he know it. He said the same thing about going off the gold standard, quite aware that businessmen were garnering big profits using very shady devices by using that very standard. 
But to continue. Obtaining a balanced budget meant increasing tax rates and reducing public expenditures. This was a sure plan to reduce demand, purchasing power, aggravate deflation and increase unemployment. In the Great Depression, the effects of this assine plan were finally made clear to all. Yet President Hoover, just before his defeat, said that balancing the budget was “an absolute necessity for economic health,” “the most essential factor for economic recovery,” “ the essential step,” etc.  It should be remembered that even when FDR began his presidency, he was a financial conservative. He began with a program designed to reduce public expenditures and balance the budget. He added said that revenues had to cover expenditures “by one means or another,” but he wanted no deficit spending.
You would think that posterity would bury these recommendations in a blanket of oblivion, but they have persistence of bacteria, the life-span of  one of those Micronesian tortoises.  Outdated and discredited, they  are still with us, thanks to Romney’s strategists. According to Schlesinger and Galbraith, in the 2,000 years beginning with the death of Jesus Christ until the18th century, there was no great change in the standard of living for the average man. By the end of the 16h century, the purchasing power of the average man had dropped by half, and it remained like that throughout our Civil War and didn’t improve much by mid century. Nor did the workers live very comfortably -- they inhabited dark and noisy hovels, crowded on unpaved and dirty streets, especially as the factory began to replace household incomes as the chief economic engine of national prosperity.
Adam Smith was a man who never foresaw the modern corporation.  The Republicans like to quote him, but they clearly have never read him. None of the Founding Fathers ever quoted Adam Smith and his “vapourings” as they were then called. Smith was dismissed. But his chief and catching idea was that the market was to be regulated by competition, and not by the state. The insight probably provides the basis of conservative economics, but I don’t know for certain I am an amateur in these matters. But I do know that the worker was thrown on his own resources and effort if he was to rise in fortune and position. Smith was a liberal -- he thought that the distribution between merchants, manufacturers, and landlords, on the one hand, and the working masses on the other, would, in the end, favor of the work man. He foresaw the resistance of big business to any improvement of the worker -- “We have no acts of Parliament against combining to raise the price of work, but many against combining to lower it,” he once said. But he had a keen suspicion that in the normal course of events, the wages of the workmen would be “pressed down and down.”  This basically was the marginal productivity theory.
 But there was an economic floor under the worker:   “…a man must live by his work, and his wages must be at least sufficient to maintain him,” Smith said. And it had to be more or otherwise he couldn’t afford to raise a family and help populate the race. But under capitalism, the worker would never truly rise above the level necessary. But Smith said that the system would survive because it did serve the ordinary man.
Still, it was a grim business.
So we are compelled to have to gaze again at the marginal productivity theory of  David Ricardo and Smith.  In their writings, the producer was always in a different class from the worker.  If the worker was poor, it was his own fault. If the worker didn’t make money to buy much, it was because the wage is given him for his productivity was low, chiefly due to competition. If his productivity didn’t meet certain standards, set by the employer, he was discharged. The productivity of low efficiency workers had to be increased for the system to work, not their wages. 
Clearly, a small group of men flourished under the system. The marginal productivity theory allowed very ordinary, poorly educated men to become very rich between in the 50 years after the Civil War, and in the blatantly rich, we have  at that time fortunes in the United States of monstrous size.  This was the “Gilded Age,” the age of the “Robber Barons,” when the blatant rich were like a gold filling in a mouth of decaying teeth. Between 1892 and1899, Rockefeller’s annual dividends from Standard Oil amounted between $30 million to $40 million. In 1900, Carnegie had an income from his steel companies of $23 million, and these revenues were not subject to tax.  (And remember that the dollar bought a lot in those days.)
Leaders painted themselves in heroic colors claiming that their wealth was due to their skill, diligence, insight, forethought, perseverance, guts, cunning etc.  The result was a romantically tinged picture of what was merely unbridled ruthlessness, and what was not seen or discussed was the fact that they were at heart rough, shrewd, skilled opportunists whose methods were devious, unstable, brutal, corrupt, mean, nasty, rapacious, gross, vulgar and totally unprincipled men who had simply battened on the blood of the American system to suck it out. But they were successful, and so “success became the visible evidence of spiritual merit,” as Schlesinger said. Individuals who made good deserved the gratitude and applause of all mankind. This verges on the disgusting.
However, the consequences of monopoly meant not simply producing a lot, it, meant controlling what was produced.  This betrayed  the operation of  competition, supposedly the major force that animated the system. Competition was supposed to be real, not a pretense that hid all sorts of ways to rig the game in your favor. And there were other built in defects. As Galbraith said, “Needleless to say, the competitive model has no place for individuals, who, as a result of age, infirmity, industrial injury, or congenital incompetence, had only a low or negligible marginal productivity.” Sympathy or charity or simply putting yourself in another’s place had no place in the system. Republicans were aware of this, but they maintained that to seek “to mitigate the risks and uncertainties of the system would undermine the system itself.” The American system was to reward for those in front, and neglect for those left behind.
By the 1920s. American business had become more tranquil, serene and boundlessly complacent. The Secretary of the Treasury, Andrew Mellon, said, “The government is just a business, and it would be run on business principles.”  He wanted to balance the budget, and his second interest was to pay off debt. Plus, like today’s Republicans, he wanted to lower taxes which he felt were “intolerable.”
A man making $1 million had to pay $330,00 in taxes resulted  in businesses not starting and projects being cancelled because of  high surtaxes. No one should be forced to require to pay more than one quarter of his income, he said. Otherwise it would be the “end of American imitative.”  Mellon didn’t’ dare to openly cut taxes for millionaires, but he, like a tenacious termite incessantly gnawed away at tax cuts for the upper brackets.  (Sound familiar?) His enemies damned him for the fraud he was.  Congressman George W. Norris of Nebraska observed of the Mellon tax bill of 1925, that Mellon “gets a larger personal reduction than the aggregate of practically all the taxpayers in the state of Nebraska.”  In his first eight years at treasury, Mellon dispensed $.5 billion in cash refunds, credits and abatements to the rich. Unfortunately, the tax cuts made a lot more money available for speculation. In 1926, The New York Times reported that the Mellon’s relatives had made $300 million in the bull market on aluminum and Gulf Oil alone. Mellon was an expert at tax avoidance, and he was eventually forced to admit this under oath. He once said, “A decrease in taxes is an inspiration to trade and commerce.”
Doesn’t all this sound  sinisterly familiar?
In the mid 1920s, President Calvin Coolidge launched a program to weaken the instrumentalities that regulated business. Classic laissez faire theory said the reduction of producing costs would reduce prices or raise wages or both. But the huge concentrations of business prevented this. The profits of business rose to a fantastic 150 percent, and Mellon’s policies made the misdistribution worse.  By 1929, 23 percent of the populations with incomes over $100,000 were responsible for two thirds of the $15 billions of savings. The 60,000 families in the nation with the highest incomes saved as much as the bottom 15 million. The bottom half had few resources to use in case the times went bad.  The worker ,being paid so little, had little to save. He had to spend what he earned on himself and his family. In spite of Big Business’s jabber about the “American faith n high wages,” in practice they let the percentage rise of wages lag behind the rise of output and profit. In 1929, output per man hour in manufacturing rose almost 32 percent while hourly wages rise slightly over 8 percent.
 In other words, the unsatisfactory level of wages and farm income meant that the bulk of the people had less buying power while corporate operations meant little more than double-shuffling honey-fugling, hornswoggling and skullduggery,” according to one Professor William Z. Ripley. It  was thus  was an incredible, immoral, greedy and reckless age that repeatedly turned its eyes away from a flood of corporate larceny.  And amid this moral mess, business men developed a cult of puerile and sentimental optimism: “The factory was a temple, work was worship, and business verged on a new religion,” says Schlesinger. This is not only wrong, it also verges on the disgusting.
As the Crash approached, the banking system was unsound, business was in the grip of front companies, plus bogus loans resulted in the productive capacity 9f the country being overbuilt.  The demand had slackened in the building and automotive industries even while Wall Street was launching policies that aimed not at helping those who had money to save it, but instead, urging the rich to transferring money stagnating banks and spend it on speculation. The result was a rise of a boom of speculation. It transformed the Stock Exchange “into a gaming house” said Schlesinger. They were all kinds of shady devices, one such being the “broker loan.”  They were loans made by a broker to a customer that enabled the customer to speculate far beyond their supplies of cash. The customer, buying on margin, had to supply only a small amount of cash as security.  What did the government do? It looked on these doings with bland approval. Who could lose under such a system? 
When the crash came in 1929, what did Business say?  One told FDR, “We just have to let the economy strike bottom,” to which FDR replied, "People aren’t cattle, you know.” And FDR  helped to discredit trickled down economics still being purveyed by Right Wing Republicans. “The theory  of government that helps a favored few and hopes that some of their prosperity leaks through to labor  to the farmer, or to the small businessman” he labeled a vast mistake. The balanced budget argument was discredited by economist Stuart Chase who contended, in 1932,  that “prosperity cannot be restored by spending less but by spending more”
By then 13 million people were walking the streets in search of work   and the system of state relief wasn’t working. Men, plants, material were unemployed en masse. And what were the Republicans saying?  The determination to aid big business led Hoover to resist proposals to come to the aid of the unemployed . Hoover finally passed an Emergency Relief Act of 1932, saying that the loans “ are to be based on absolute need and evidence of financial exhaustion,” adding, “ I do not expect any state to resort to it except as a last extremity.” In other words,k unemployment aid was designed to make being out of work very uncomfortable lest workers grow used to it, a slander recently repeated by Romney in his “47 per cent speech” which is an astounding example of heartless ungenerosity. 
Liars who lie for gain are repulsive.  Peddling misinformation to the ignorant is unconscionable.   To stir up hope when the fire and passion has gone out in outdated passions or techniques is deluded and futile. It is unspeakably predatory. Emerson once wrote,  “The people need in their representative more than talent, namely the power to make his talent trusted.” He also added that a people’s representative was “appointed by Almighty God to stand for a fact – invincibly persuaded of the fact in himself – so that the most confident and the most violent persons learn that there is a resistance on which imprudence and terror are wasted , namely, faith in a fact.” 
It is very American that its people, even the most ignorant and poorly educated,  like to boast the country is the light of the world and the hope of all mankind. That is simply a lie. Is God so ungenerous that he would not grant other peoples their own cultures, their own ideals of giving and sharing and ennobling themselves?   Nobility is never the province of one nation or culture. A good and generous judgment of the conduct of life is not the province of one nation. Truthfulness is not the province of  one nation.  Kindness and charity are not the province of one nation. A nation’s idea of itself can elevate, nurse, uplift, support and expand, but it can also become crabbed, narrow, full of hideous prejudice, venomous spite, lawless violence, and be spiteful towards the truth. That is the present condition of the United States of America.
It is my observation, being no longer young, is that the Republicans, especially the Right cater to the worthlessness  in each of us, the self promoting, the avid, the languid and the lazy, the evasive, and bizarre. The Christian Right uses religion as a club to thump the skulls of opponents. But how many  readers of the Bible within the Christian Right can tell you which of the two accounts of creation they believe to be true? How many an distinguish between the J (Yahweh) document, creating the history of Israel land the E (Elohim) document, two hundred years later,  that outlines and  helps define a new religious tendency? How many know that the death of goliath is attributed not to one, David, but to another? To they truly believe that the Earth is only 6,000 years old instead of 4.5 billion years old?
We all have the vices of the Christian right in our own hearts and breasts, but it is in the interior of personality that the real ethical battles are fought.  They are not fought in an election, but in quiet self examination and reproach. If Obama wins, as I hope he does, I wish prayerfully that the occasion will be one of thanksgiving rather than jubilation.


